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About This Software

Learn Power Chords, Riffs and Rock Techniques for Rhythm and Lead Guitar

Charles McCrone, graduate of the Guitar Institute of Technology (famous training ground for rock guitarists), delivers over 100
lessons giving a complete overview of rock technique and gear. Learn rock basics like power chords and riffs, plus some lead

necessities like the blues scale and string bends. You’ll also learn about distortion, chorus, and other popular guitar effects
pedals. The Animated Fretboard shows a real-time display of guitar riffs, string bends, and guitar tricks which are hard to see in
simpler, video-only guitar lessons. eMedia Instant Feedback technology highlights correctly played notes, which makes learning
faster and easier. Classic guitar songs by artists like The Kinks, Green Day, Blue Öyster Cult, Nirvana, and others make guitar

practice fun as you master rock, punk, and metal guitar styles.

Features Include

More than 50 videos with split-screen view and close-ups of both hands, lets you easily see the techniques used in the
lessons.

Rhythm guitar lessons with open chords, power chords (both open and moveable), palm muting, and other techniques.

Instant Feedback that highlights notes in songs and riffs as they are played correctly (requires computer microphone).

Lead guitar techniques such as string bends, vibrato, and hammer-ons, plus major, minor, and blues scales.
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eMedia’s Animated Fretboard to easily see guitar fingerings for chords, guitar riffs, and guitar scales.

Integrated guitar software tools, including an automatic guitar tuner, chord chart/dictionary, fingering charts, and
metronome.

Over 40 Jam Tracks with slow and fast versions and a backing band to make learning fun. Learn the blues scale, and
then practice guitar riffs or lead guitar with a band!

Hit guitar songs like "Paranoid" (Black Sabbath), "You Really Got Me" (Van Halen/ The Kinks), "Lake of Fire"
(Nirvana), "Don’t Fear the Reaper" (Blue Öyster Cult), "Tomorrow" (Silverchair), "All Right Now" (Free), and more!

Guitar lessons and songs as both audio and MIDI tracks where selections can be looped, slowed down, or sped up.
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emedia interactive rock guitar review. emedia interactive rock guitar. emedia interactive rock guitar download

Very average "shooter" kind of game. The AI gets annoying at times like spawning all around you to overwhelm you; then you
die... then you restart at the beginning of the level... without your startup weapon.

DISAPPOINTING... DO NOT BUY!. I enjoyed this game very much, it's tough in places, easy in others... lots of old school
dungeon crawling here, levers, hidden buttons, fires to rest, a store keeper, quests, spells, bows, crossbows, melee swords, staffs,
and shields. You earn points as you level to distribute among stats and skills via a tree, your inventory is restricted to weigh
limitations, which you will find presents the choice of placing scarce points in to carrying stuff or killing stuff without dying.
You have ONE slot for spells and earning more can be tough, changing spells is also tougher than just choosing, you must be in
the right place to adjust spell slots. Enemies are not very smart and do fall for the Dungeon Master two-step method, so if you
pay attention and don't get cornered most fights are easy. As you can tell, if you liked the Grimrock series, Dungeon Master or
Eye of the Beholder style games, you'll find some fine moments here.. The biggest problem with this game is every time you
shoot a ship or a ship shoots one of the "people" it results in a large distorted explosion. Repeated explosions make it difficult
impossible to see if things are coming at you, particularly missiles that kill you. You can see examples of this in the screenshots.
That's on top of the confusing blue background that is nearly the same color as your ship.

I think there was a reason old-school shooters kept the graphics simple with a black background. If the dev cleared up some of
the color confusion and get rid of the distortion, it'd be a decent remake of old-school space invaders. Otherwise, it's hard to
recommend, even when it's on sale for a decent price.. nice survival/exploration game. good story.. Refunded.
I do not recommand this game just because it did not meet my expectation. In fact it is good enough as a two-hour game
especially at sale. As there is no negative review now, I hope this can be a warning to those who may have similar expectation.

+++ Good art style, narrations, music and metaphor.
- The storyline is too simple. (But it will be acceptable if you do not expect that much.)
- The combat lacks depth and the items do not make much sense. (Since all these elements are basically served for the
metaphor.)
- You have some choices in the game but there seems to be only one ending.
* Warning: The "sexsual assault" content is real.. This is a serious call back to old school games and it's been done right to
maximize fun. Make no mistake, the difficulty level is no joke but the rewarding feeling that accompanies accomplishment is
super HIGH. I miss that feeling in games that I've worked by butt off to attain something. This game makes me feel that again.

It has a great, fun story with super cute characters and funny interactions. You have to really think about which items to carry
with you to make the most progress at any point. Very well thought-out. Pretty amazing that one guy did all of this.. not only
does the game crash it also crashes my system. have to restart computer every time. come on guys screw online features get the
single player stuff right first
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pros

- good looking graphics
- puzzles are mostly easy and enjoyable
- Agatha Christie style murder story and characters intriguing and exciting
- good background musics
- OK voice overs
- well made cut scenes and character animations
- there is auto save

cons

- there are no steam achievements
- game doesn't drop cards.
- hint system not working the way \u0131t's supposed to be in hog scenes
- you can't see some items in hog scenes because a few items camouflaged with black background.
- sometimes you don't know what to do next.. The absolute best thing I can say about this game is that it's brightly coloured, and
that's not even a compliment, just a description. It's a cobbled together mess of tacky unrelated assets with absolutely no rhyme
or reason, there's almost no feedback whatsoever to the player, the animations are janky, the artwork is rubbish (although with
the look of some of the enemies I strongly suspect the creator just found a random assortment of cheap\/free premade\/demo
assets and thought 'yeah they'll do'), the whole thing feels like a free mobile phone game..." the whole thing" meaning all 5
minutes of content.. I love this software is really easy to learn...
Is a good choice to start making sprite animations and is really smooth and powerful!

9/10 recommended :D. I had played this game when I was 4 and had broken my leg. I couldn't move around very much with a
broken leg and all so I mainly stayed on a loveseat. My dad had taken a ton of days off so that he could be home with me, and
one of my favorite things to do with him was play this game. I had my leg broken for almost 4 months, and every day I played
non stop. Once it had healed, I would eventually forget about this game. Years later, I was wondering through the steam store
and saw this by chance, and immediately bought it. Never checked to see if it would crash or not on my OS, see if my rig was
too powerful, none of that. I bought it from sheer nostalgia. This game has been a huge part of my life, and you should make it
part of yours too. My absolute favorite game of all time.

Edit: Literally have shakes because I'm so excited. They ae making, and close to finishing, Cossacks 3 for PC!!!. Enjoyable
game. Runs well on my pc without crashes. Graphics are good, pixel style. Could use a tutorial or some other explanation of the
controls. Not sure how to make a profit, some explanation of the trading would also be welcome. Perhaps a bit more polish
necessary.. Funny little gem with a lot of replay-ability. It looks and feels much better in VR than what I was expected from
watching videos.
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